
Chef Help Me: An Online Culinary Learning
Platform Launches Campaign on Kickstarter!
A revolutionary fun new way to learn how to cook while being able to actually interact with the chef
live on line from the comfort of your own home and kitchen.

DALY CITY, CA, US, June 24, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Now Seeking Community Support via
Kickstarter, These Live Online Cooking Classes will Enable Chefs to interact with the Participants!

Chef Help Me is an emerging new live and online learning platform for all those cooking enthusiasts,
who wish to learn cooking from a professional chef. A lot of people try to learn cooking by watching
videos online but videos can never be interactive, whereas a real chef coming live online is quite
interactive. Moreover, this new platform has been launched by a renowned LeCordon Bleu certified
chef Kathy Lujan and she is now raising funds for this platform on Kickstarter.

“I have created a fun new way to learn how to cook, it's from the comfort of your own home by
cooking along with a certified chef and culinary instructor live online where you can ask questions and
interact with the chef.” Said Kathy Lujan, the founder of Chef Help Me, while introducing this project to
the Kickstarter community.

All funds raised through this crowdfunding campaign will play a major role in helping Kathy in
purchasing the necessary equipment for the show. Her goal is to raise a sum of $20,000 with this
fundraising campaign and she will purchase professional equipment, hire staff and rent a proper
kitchen with the money raised from this campaign.

The Kickstarter Campaign is located on the web at:
www.kickstarter.com/projects/1346993664/chef-help-me and Kathy is offering several great rewards
with worldwide shipping for the backers. There are a wide range of rewards being offered with this
project and it is already creating a major buzz not only in San Francisco but around the world. More
details are available on the Kickstarter campaign page of the project.

Chef Help Me
www.kickstarter.com
I have created Live online cooking classes where the chef can interact with the participants. Cooking
videos can't do that.

About Chef Help Me
Chef Help Me is an inspiring initiative of Kathy Lujan, a San Francisco based seasoned American
culinary instructor for LeCordon Bleu. The chef herself has been involved directly in the restaurant
industry for over 35 years and she has now decided to share her knowledge of cooking with the future
generations with this live online cooking academy.
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